
Sydpro is Australia’s premier remote staffing provider with a satellite office in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka that began operations in 2014 with the aim of introducing the 
cream of Sri Lanka's ICT workforce, to contribute meaningful value to our Australian 
client base.



Exciting opportunity to join a booming Australian Network Services provider as a 
member of their elite Development team!!The head of technology is 
forward-thinking, always open to new ideas, procedures and technologies and 
always in pursuit of the very best technology ecosystem. Bring your excellent Full 
Stack Development skills to the table and work with some of the best minds in the 
Development, DevOps and Network space to continue the company's rapid growth 
strategy.



You are an innovator, a thinker, a tinkerer! You see the big picture and you are on the 
lookout for improvements. You want to work in an environment where your voice is 
heard, where your ideas can be discussed and where your input is truly valued and 
appreciated. Add to this an exciting and highly competitive salary package with 
opportunities for growth, and this is a fantastic career move for you!



If this has you interested in learning more, then please read through the tech stack 
below and if you are at least an 80% fit, then we want to hear from you. All 
applicants will receive feedback, but please understand, we are looking for excellent 
candidates with at least 4 years of commercial experience and a minimum of two 
years as a full stack developer in a mid to large environment. 



The selected candidate should be flexible to work for Australian working hours.



Qualifications & Experience;

 A relevant degree/diploma in computer science

 Must have strong Node.js and Vue.js skills

 Knowledge of TypeScript and ES6

 Should possess the knowledge of UI/UX frameworks and designing tools

 Proficiency in OO and functional programming

 Following best practices and coding standards, a follower of TDD

 Knowledge on styling (CSS, SASS, LESS)

 Knowledge on web sockets, charting, testing frameworks will be an added advantage

 Experience with relational databases (PostgreSQL, MySQL) and NoSQL (Redis)

 Experience with Docker and ExpressJS will be an added advantage

 Exposure to Agile - SCRUM, Version controlling and continuous integration

Required Skills;

 3+ years of experience in front-end and back-end web technologies (TypeScript, 

JavaScript, ES6, HTML5, Node.js, Vue.js)

 Ability to work within deadlines individually and as a team

 Should be an excellent team player

 Problem solving skills

 Willingness to learn new technologies

 Innovative and forward thinking

 Excellent English verbal communicatio

 Experience in a team lead role will be an added advantage

Please forward your CV to info@sydpro.com

and mention the post applied for in the subject line

An attractive salary package awaits the right candidate

www.sydpro.com.au

info@sydpro.com

T.P : 011 2 809 808

No. 135, Level 02, 

Dutugemunu Street,  

Kohuwala

We are looking for 

Full Stack Engineers


